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01. OUR STRATEGIC OBJECTIVE

Our Vision - Making the Cayman Islands Safer
Our Mission - Working with our communities, working
for our communities

Our Policing Style – Friendly, Fair and Firm delivered
with Respect, Courtesy, Integrity, Professionalism, Service
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02. OUR PLAN AT A GLANCE
What are we going to deliver?

How are we going to deliver?

How will we know we have
delivered?

Listening to our communities.

We will exploit intelligence to
protect the Cayman Islands.

Our Goals
Understanding the threats.
Securing the Cayman Islands.
Ensuring safer communities.
Delivering a professional policing
service.

Our Policing Priorities
Protecting the vulnerable.
Addressing community concerns.
Relentlessly tackling the
perpetrators of crime.
Targeting illegal commodities.
Terrorism
Emergency & Disaster
management.
Support for operational policing.

Working with our communities.
Preventing crime and intervening
at the earliest opportunity.
Develop our strategic
partnerships to provide a whole
system solution.
Design services to meet the
needs of victim and communities.

We will respond to the needs of
the communities of the Cayman
Islands to provide a safe place to
live.
We will make the Cayman Islands
a hostile environment for
criminals.

Investment in our people,
capabilities and infrastructure.

We will work in partnership to
safeguard the vulnerable and
reduce opportunities for crime.

Transform to meet current and
future challenges.

We will deny criminals the
proceeds of crime.
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03. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
As Commissioner of Police I am pleased to present the three year strategic policing plan covering 2021-2023. This
will continue to build on the four core strategic goals of the RCIPS –
1.

Understanding the Threats

2.

Securing the Cayman Islands

3.

Ensuring Safer Communities

4.

Delivering a Professional Policing Service

As we look ahead to the next 3 years, the RCIPS remains committed to placing the needs of communities at the center of all that we do as an
organisation. We will continue to invest greater resources in issues that cause harm to the most vulnerable in our communities, including
sexual offences, domestic violence and child abuse. With the support of the Cayman Islands Government, the RCIPS has engaged Community
Beat Officers and civilian Community Safety Officers in every district on Grand Cayman and in the Sister Islands. These additional resources,
coupled with the introduction of the new Neighbourhood Watch Schemes allow us to respond to community demands, to improve the quality
of life for our communities. Increased visibility and engagement with the communities we serve are essential to the success of our strategic
goals. This strategic plan looks to enable the delivery of a public police service that is professional, modern, efficient and capable of supporting
victims of crime. The introduction of our Victim Contact Centre in July 2019 will continue to improve the level of service we provide to victims.
The quality of life here in the Cayman Islands would not be possible without the effective partnerships that exist throughout the communities
we serve. As Commissioner, I am committed to strengthening partnerships across the Cayman Islands and the wider region to ensure that we
are providing the best possible service to our communities. It is essential that the RCIPS work with partners to prevent, rather than simply
respond to and investigate crime. Over the next 3 years we will work with the National Security Council to implement the national anti-gang
strategy, aimed at preventing vulnerable young person’s being drawn into this lifestyle, whilst targeting the individuals and groups that cause
the greatest harm to our communities. The RCIPS will continue to pursue a pro-active information led approach through tasking and coordination of activities to support operational activity at local, regional and international levels in conjunction with our public, private and third
sector partners. We will work alongside the Cayman Islands Coast Guard (CICG) and Customs Border Control (CBC) to protect our borders
against organised crime groups involved in bringing drugs and firearms into the Cayman Islands.
As we build upon our organisation’s public safety successes we look forward to building new community partnerships and nurturing existing
ones. We will continue to work to ensure the quality of life here in the Cayman Islands remains at optimum levels and is a safe place for
residents and tourists, which also enhance our reputation internationally and allows us to promote the Cayman Islands as a safe destination of
choice.
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While targeting traditional crime types remain an essential part of what we do, RCIPS is alert to the increasing risk to the Cayman Islands posed
by cybercrime and wider criminality with an online element. We will have to significantly change the way we work to protect our communities
against these threats. The RCIPS is strengthening the response to economic crime and illicit finance which threaten the infrastructure and
economy of the Cayman Islands. Over the next 3 years the RCIPS will develop its cybercrime response capabilities while strengthening its
financial action task force to tackle financial crimes in all of its forms including money laundering and terrorist financing.
In developing our personnel: sworn officers and civilian support personnel, the RCIPS will seek to enhance our capabilities, human and
technological, to provide an agile response to the continuously increasing and diversifying demands placed on the police service. We will
ensure that our officers and staff are equipped with the right skills, facilities and technology to lead the fight to prevent and detect crime; and
that we retain the trust and confidence of the community we serve. We will place inclusion, diversity and equality at the heart of everything
we do, whilst seeking to increase the recruitment and retention of local officers so as to ensure the service is representative of the
communities we serve. We recognise our people are the organisations key asset and the RCIPS will seek to nurture and promote the skills we
need to be a modern, effective, efficient service which is progressive and professional.
I look forward to continuing collaboration with our partners over the next 3 years; serving our communities, expanding our response to
organised crime that threatens the Cayman Islands and striving to achieve the CIG’s vision of becoming a World-Class Civil Service.

Derek Byrne
Commissioner of Police
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04. STRATEGIC DELIVERY PLAN

Government Five Year
Strategic Plan
To Deliver Outstanding
Customer Experience

RCIPS Three Year Policing
Plan

To Deliver Exceptional
Leadership

Understanding the
Threats

RCIPS Annual Strategic
Plans

To Pursue Excellence in
Talent Development

Securing the Cayman
Islands

Year One
Objectives

RCIPS Tactical Delivery
Groups

To Foster Effective
Communication

Ensuring safer
communities

Year One Review

Delivery of Objectives

To Deliver Excellence in
Governance

Develop a professional
policing service

Year Two
Objectives
Year Two Review

Delivery of Objectives

Year Three
Objectives
Year Three Review
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05. THE FOUR PS MODEL
All our strategic objectives are aligned to the four Ps; Pursue, Prevent, Protect and Prepare.

Pursue







Exploit our intelligence opportunities to
enhance our understanding of the
threats.
Bring offenders to justice.
Take illegal commodities off the streets.
Develop our capabilities.
Use and apply legislation effectively.

Reduce
Threat

Prevent




Understand the circumstances leading
people into crime.
Minimise opportunities for the
vulnerable to be exploited.
Intervene to stop people being drawn
into crime.

Understanding the
Threats
Securing the Cayman
Islands
Ensuring Safer
Communities

Protect





Identify and protect people at risk of
becoming a victim.
Inform and educate the public on crime
threats.
Improve protective security at a local
level.
Protect our borders.

Making the
Cayman
Islands safer

Delivering a Professional
Policing Service

Reduce
Vulnera
bility

Prepare




Enhance capability by recruiting
talented workforce.
Test out national contingency plans.
Ensure the workforce has the skills
required to succeed.
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06. THE DEMOGRAPHICS OF THE CAYMAN
ISLANDS

All data 2019 (CIG ESO) except visitors by Air and Sea (Visit Cayman Islands).

51%

49%

Female

Male
Total Population

Grand Cayman,
Cayman Brac and Little Cayman

69,914

Total of 102 square miles

Population by Status

Population by Age Group

Population by District

53%
Caymanian

47%
Non-Caymanian

Households

27,667
Grand Cayman

1168

Banks and Trusts

Sister Islands

1,831,011

502,739

Visitors by Sea

Visitors by Air
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CI $ 774,000,000
Total Visitor
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07. OUR DEMAND - A MONTH IN THE LIFE OF
RCIPS
400

69,914

Uniform Officers

Population of the Cayman Islands

40

55

Specialist Police Staff

Civilian Staff

2957

194,479
Visitors per month

307

Incidents

Crimes
Recorded

210

57

Arrests

Scenes of
Crime

255

64

Speeding Tickets

Public Order Crimes

56

23

233
Motor Vehicle Incidents

Incidents of Loud Music

DUI Arrests

237

86

Domestic Violence Referrals

Child Protection Referrals

(Family Support Unit)

(Family Support Unit)

Social Media Totals:

38
Press Releases
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08. OUR POLICING PRIORITIES
RCIPS will achieve the four strategic goals of Understanding the threats, Securing the Cayman Islands,
Ensuring safer communities and Delivering a professional policing service and through focusing on the
following key policing priorities –

Protecting the Vulnerable

Addressing Community Concerns

Some of the crimes that cause the greatest harm to our
communities are those that impact the most vulnerable.
These crimes include domestic abuse and sexual offences
against both adults and children. Our priority is to not only to
address this criminality, but also to support all vulnerable
people who come into contact with the police. We work
closely with partner agencies and use specialist, skilled staff
to investigate these crimes.

Criminal behaviour that impacts on the quality of life for our
communities takes many forms but it affects residents and
visitors to the Cayman Islands. Partnership working and
prevention are key elements of our approach to tackling these
quality of life issues. When these do occur we will ensure that
victims receive a consistently high quality of service,
particularly if they are vulnerable or it is a recurring issue.

Over the next three years the strategic objectives are to Work with communities in the Cayman Islands to build trust
and enhance communication.

Over the next three years the strategic objectives are to -

Engage with the community and partners to identify and
address the concerns of individuals and groups.

Evolve partnership arrangements to manage violent and
sexual offenders within our community.

Use intelligence effectively to deploy officers to patrol
hotspots where the quality of life is being impacted by
criminal behaviour.

Develop multi agency response, where appropriate, to
implement risk management plans and safeguarding
measures.

Encourage early intervention with at risk individuals through
community officers.

Enhance officer’s skills to identify and flag those who are
vulnerable through community policing.
Ensure all appropriate staff receive full vulnerability training.

Identify where victims are vulnerable or where there are
recurring quality of life issues.

Focus our attention to protecting vulnerable road users
(cyclists, pedestrians).

Act on feedback from the public as to how RCIPS dealt with
quality of life issues to improve service delivery.
Proactively target offenders who use the road to cause the
most danger
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Relentlessly tackling the perpetrators of crime and targeting illegal commodities

Criminals causes significant harm to our communities and our
economy for their own personal gain. Therefore it is our aim to
make the Cayman Islands a hostile environment for criminal
gangs or individuals involved in crime to operate.

The RCIPS play a key role in targeting and minimising criminal
commodities reaching our communities. Drugs, Firearms and
other illegal good have a direct impact on the community safety
and quality of life.

Working across Government and utilising our collective powers
to identify and detect offenders, prosecute and seize the
criminal proceeds of those intent on breaking the law.

Criminal enterprises use Prostitution, Child Sexual Exploitation
and Modern slavery to satisfy a community marketplace, by
preying on the vulnerable regardless of the impact on the
victims.

We will work with the community to change community
tolerance to crime, which results in the community accepting
criminal behaviour, or creating the market place that provides
criminals the platform to operate from.

We will continue to enhance collaboration with partner
agencies – governmental, private business and third sector in
addressing all aspects of the risk and threat posed by financial
criminality.

In conjunction with our key criminal Justice and law
enforcement partners to ensure that we effectively manage
offenders through the criminal justice system.

The Caymans Islands is the fifth largest financial centre in the
world, therefore the RCIPS must help to maintain the integrity
of the Caymans by ensuring that criminals cannot launder the
proceeds of crime through our financial institutions in an
attempt to legitimise their activity.

Criminal methodology continues to evolve, therefore we will
adapt to address the threats and enable us to prosecute
offenders, with a specific focus on cybercrime.
Equipping our officers and staff with the necessary skills and
training will ensure our service to victims is effective, that RCIPS
have the capability and capacity to investigate cybercrime
effectively and help prevent our communities from becoming
victims.

Over the next three years the strategic objectives are to Enhance understanding of the criminal threats by exploiting
our intelligence opportunities and through partnership
working with other law enforcement agencies, to support
proactive policing and prevention strategies.

Over the next three years the strategic objectives are to Build on commitment to remove the profit out of crime.
Develop new strategic partnerships to improve our
understanding of the criminal commodity threats.

Utilise our full range of powers and work with our partners to
deny criminals the proceeds of their criminal activity.

Develop our PREVENT and PROTECT response to inform and
warn our communities, with specific focus related to online
financial crime targeting the vulnerable.

Work with communities to enhance our Neighborhood watch
response.

Work with the community and key partners to design-out
crime and criminal market places.

Work in partnership with key stakeholders to manage
offenders through the full cycle of the Criminal justice
system.

Utilise international engagement to pursue cases against
individuals who use the Cayman Islands to move funds
derived from illicit purposes, including the proactive
identification of Terrorist Financing in the financial sector.

Adapt and enhance our tactical response in a timely manner
to address changing criminal methodology.
Train our officers in the skills necessary to investigate
effectively and improve our capability to tackle cybercrime
through investment in resources and technology.
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Relentlessly tackling the perpetrators of crime and targeting illegal commodities

The RCIPS will continue to focus on those areas of criminality that the community, intelligence and analysis tells us are most important. We will
maintain our remit on preventing and tackling acquisitive crime, with a continued focus on burglary. Acquisitive crime can have a considerable
impact on feelings of safety by leaving the community feeling vulnerable within their own homes, places of work or on the streets of the Cayman
Islands.
The criminal use of firearms impacts on our communities and greatly increases the fear of crime. We will continue to place significant efforts
into removing illegal firearms from circulation and target the individual/groups that utilise firearms to further their criminal enterprise.
The sale and use of illegal drugs has wide reaching negative impacts on communities and the most vulnerable in society. The illegal drugs trade
fuels other areas of serious criminality including violence and firearms. We will target organised crime groups importing and distributing illegal
drugs in the Cayman Islands, whilst encouraging those with substance abuse issues into treatment and education programs to break the cycle of
reoffending.
Illegal gambling undermines community confidence in the RCIPS and generates illicit financial gain for those coordinating this activity. The RCIPS
will seek to identify and pursue the groups and individuals involved in illegal gambling and seize their assets.

Over the next three years the strategic objectives are to Work in partnership and be innovative in our approach to tackling crime, targeting hotspots and known offenders.
Engage in targeted investigations to address emerging challenges and provide quality-focused investigation, with high quality evidence
supporting successful prosecutions.
Utilise and develop intelligence from a variety of sources to generate meaningful policing activity.
Ensure victims can easily report crime and there after receive a professional response.
Work with our partners to stop and seize illegal commodities being bought into the Cayman Islands.
Encourage residents, businesses and workers to take an active role in crime prevention.
Continue to identify and target persistent offenders to reduce re-offending.
Identify and target organised crime groups operating in the Cayman Islands.
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Emergency & Disaster Management

When a sudden or slow onset hazard threatens the Cayman
Islands, all Government officers have a primary or support role in
the preparation for and immediate response to the
event/incident. The RCIPS is an executive partner agency,
obligated to ensure public safety and maintain law and order in
the event of an emergency situation.

Terrorism
Over the next three years the strategic objectives are to Continue to work with our multi-agency partners in line with the
guidance, structure and responsibilities set out in the Cayman
Islands National Hazard Management Plan and Disaster
Preparedness and Hazard Management Law.

Whilst the current threat to the Cayman Islands remains low, the
existential threat from global terrorism and extremism remains
high and is becoming more diverse and complex in how it is
manifested. The RCIPS has a responsibility to be alert to the
threats terrorism poses to the communities of the Cayman
Islands and work with regional and international law
enforcement partners in the prevention and detection of
terrorist activity.

Increased engagement in hazard planning exercises with Cayman
Island Hazard Management team to enhance inter-agency
coordination and identify opportunities for improvement.
Ensure appropriate single point of contact and succession
planning are in place for interagency exercises and
communication.

Over the next three years the strategic objectives are to Work in partnership with our community, regional and
international partners to protect the Cayman Islands from
terrorism.
Work with businesses to improve awareness and response
capabilities in organisations across the Cayman Islands.
Incorporate an intelligence and analytic assessment of the risk
and threat from terrorism into the national threat assessment for
the Cayman Islands.
Align all objectives for addressing the threat from terrorism with
the recognised four Ps model – Pursue, Prevent, Protect, Prepare.
Identify and target organisations that use the Cayman Islands to
launder and legitimise financial assets linked to terrorism.
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09. SUPPORT FOR OPERATIONAL POLICING
People

Resources

Technology

Governance

Sustain a skilled and
motivated workforce
that has the capability
and capacity to meet
the expectations of the
communities we serve.

Effectively manage our
resources in line with
our demand to allow
investment in priority
areas and maintain core
policing services.

Focus on digital
development to increase
our operational and
organisational response
through the integration
of new technological
assets

Adopt and maintain
new processes,
procedures, structures
and standards ensuring
effective, responsive
service delivery

Over the next three
years the strategic
objectives are to –

Over the next three
years the strategic
objectives are to –

Over the next three
years the strategic
objectives are to –

Over the next three
years the strategic
objectives are to –

Increase in recruitment
and retention of
Caymanian officers
including specialist
roles.

Invest in core services to
maintain community
policing, response and
investigation service
delivery.

Use technology to assist
RCIPS in becoming an
agile, responsive and
accessible organisation.

Review and revise
where necessary
organisational structure,
existing regulation,
policies and procedures.

Develop a succession
plan for implementation
in collaboration with
line managers through
professional
development,
mentorship, coaching
and training.

Invest in specialist areas
to maintain the RCIPS
ability to respond to
significant operational
demands.

Improve communication
and engagement
mechanism through
participation, reward
and recognition.

Utilisation of social
media and mobile
technologies to allow
greater citizen
engagement.

Improve the
understanding of future
demand to inform
resourcing and strategic
planning processes.

Implement Positive
changes in inter and
intra departmental
communication flow.

Establish a strategic
governance structure for
the RCIPS ICT.

Introduce an annual
random departmental
audit mechanism.

Work towards a shared
infrastructure with
government
departments in relation
to identified ICT systems.

Conduct an inventory of
all organisational
resources and resource
management policy.

Create a capabilities and
training matrix by
mapping the desired
knowledge, skills and
abilities.
Reduction in overall
sickness levels for both
officers and staff.
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APPENDIX ONE: CODE OF ETHICS
Policing Principles
Accountability
Fairness
Honesty
Integrity
Leadership
Objectivity
Openness
Respect
Selflessness

You are answerable for your decisions, actions and omissions.
You treat people fairly.
You are truthful and trustworthy.
You always do the right thing.
You lead by good example
You make choices on evidence and your best personal judgement
You are open and transparent in your actions and decisions
You treat everyone with respect
You act in the public interest

Standards of Professional Behaviour
Honesty and integrity
Authority, respect and
courtesy
Equality and diversity
Use of force
Orders and instructions
Duties and responsibilities
Confidentiality
Fitness for work
Conduct
Challenging and reporting
improper behaviour

I will be honest and act with integrity at all times, and will not compromise or abuse my position.
I will act with self-control and tolerance, treating members of the public and colleagues with respect and courtesy. I
will use my powers and authority lawfully and proportionately, and will respect the rights of all individuals.
I will act with fairness and impartiality. I will not discriminate unlawfully or unfairly.
I will only use force as part of my role and responsibilities, and only to the extent that is necessary, proportionate and
reasonable in all circumstances.
I will, as a police officer, give and carry out lawful orders only and will abide by police regulations. I will give reasonable
instructions only, and will follow reasonable instructions.
I will be diligent in the exercise of my duties and responsibilities.
I will treat information with respect, and access or disclose it only in the proper course of my duties.
I will ensure, when on duty or at work, that I am fit to carry out my responsibilities.
I will behave in a manner, whether on or off duty, which does not bring discredit on the police service or undermine
public confidence in policing.
I will report, challenge or take action against the conduct of colleagues which has fallen below the standards of
professional behaviour.
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APPENDIX TWO: HOW DO WE SET OUR
PRIORITIES?
Inputs

Analysis

Output

Government 5 Year Strategic Plan –
Developing a World Class Civil Service
Community Engagement

Civil Service Partner Agency Strategy

Partner and Stakeholder Views

National Strategic
Assessment

Our Policing Priorities
Analysis of Current & Emerging Threat
and Risk
Policing Leadership, Knowledge and
Experience

Crime and Incident Data

Government and Academic Research
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APPENDIX THREE: ORGANISATIONAL
STRUCTURE
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